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to helping 14- to 24-year-old urban youth become economically

Development, Workforce Readiness, and Academics. We work

independent adults. OPP’s unique model is centered on the

with youth to achieve the goals of high school graduation, a

personal and consistent relationship developed between each

college degree and/or vocational certification and rewarding

youth and a caring, committed and proactive adult staff

post-education employment.

member. That relationship helps youth overcome barriers and
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recipient of the Peter E.

Member Profile
Terri Leisten

Kaiser Leadership Award at
the 2018 NAWDP Annual Conference.
Leisten has 24 years experience in non-profit, for-profit, and
private sector workforce development. Named Teacher of the
Year from her native Ohio from Sallie Mae, during her first
year teaching in public education, Terri has continued to
embrace education as a platform for workforce development
programs around the country.
Terri is President of Dynamic Workforce Solutions and
Dynamic Works Institute, and responsible for the oversight
and corporate direction for Dynamic staff through direct
involvement in contract performance delivery, business development, customer relations and
overall direction and welfare of the organization. She is responsible for talent development of
internal customers, operational functionality and strategic plan implementation for all
services provided. As President, Terri is responsible for maintaining a corporate culture that
promotes quality workforce solutions to external customers and develops internal capacity to
be the highest quality provider of services within the industry. She is responsible for the
development and execution of continuous improvement plans for company initiatives and
contracts.
Continued on page 3
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OPPortunity Academy Hartford
Our Piece of the Pie

Continued from page 1

The mission of OPPortunity Academy Hartford is to re-engage

OPPortunity Academy Hartford has set out to re-engage these

over-age, under-credited students in education, supporting

students in their own education and futures by incorporating

them through mastery of the critical skills necessary for success

innovative education and personal support strategies, including:

in college, career, and community.
OPPortunity Academy Hartford was
developed in response to a local
dropout crisis. The school works with
over-age,

under-credited

throughout

students

the Greater Hartford

region. These students are at the
most risk of dropping out, and many
already have.

Youth
Symposium
2018

NAWDP Annual
Conference

The 2018 Youth Symposium is being held

NAWDP’s 2019 Annual Conference is being

in Chicago, Illinois at the Grand Sheraton

held in San Antonio, Texas at the San

Chicago.

Antonio Marriott River Center.

December 12-14, 2018
Register at www.NAWDP.org today to get
the best rate.

May 6-8, 2019
Keep an eye out for registration details to
come.
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Workforce Chatter

Upcoming Events
•

July 13, 2018

Deadline to submit workshop
and pre-con proposals for
YS2018

Federal Reorganization plan calls for
merging

the

Department

Education and the Department of
Labor into the

December 12-14,
2018

NAWDP Youth Symposium in
Chicago, IL

DEW.
•

NAWDP supports CIAW letter to
House

NAWDP Annual Conference in
San Antonio, TX

Continued from page 1

leading training platform.
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internal
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customers,
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operational
strategic

plan

implementation for all services provided.
As President, Terri is responsible for
maintaining a corporate culture that
promotes quality workforce solutions to
external customers and develops internal

Labor-HHS

of the last 5 years to the industry

Works Institute, and responsible for the

performance

Senate

subcommittees on appropriations

Terri Leisten

Workforce Solutions and Dynamic

contract

and

Member Profile

Terri is President of Dynamic

Department of

Education and the Workforce or

*Register today at
www.NAWDP.org to get the best
rate!

May 6-8, 2019

of

contracts.

Terri is 100% committed to supporting
individuals in their workforce development career path, as evident by her
commitment to mentoring, training and
encouraging others to stretch their
thinking to “what could be” in workforce.

Terri has led the advancement of micro-

She promotes innovative thinking and is a

learning in the workforce development

true entrepreneur at heart.

profession both for professional staff and
job seekers through her leadership and
development of Dynamic Works Institute.
Her vision for implementing on demand
virtual

training

has

provided

the

opportunity for professionals, job seekers
and incumbent workers in literally every
state to access relevant, localized training
from their living rooms, American Job
Centers or anywhere with an internet
connection and any type of computer/
smart phone. She has transformed
Dynamic Works Institute over the course

Though out her 25 year career, she
designed

several

award-winning

workforce

development

curricula,

earning the NYEC’s PEPNet (Promising
and

Effective

Practice

Network)

distinction for effective practices in youth
employment and development, as well as
the Recognition of Excellence from the
USDOL’s

Employment

and

Training

Division and the Showcase Program
Award from the University of Wisconsin’s
School of Education and Work.
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Blockchain in Education and
Workforce: The Future or Fad?
Matthew A. Poland, JFF Senior Program Manager
You have probably heard about “blockchain.” It is the concept behind cryptocurrencies such
as Bitcoin. More importantly, you may have been told that blockchain is a revolutionary way to
manage data, with potential applications for education and workforce organizations. In fact, some
have already begun experimenting with it in education and service provision.
But questions remain. How can economic mobility for low-income workers be addressed by education and workforce professionals
through employing a blockchain solution, and what cautions should we consider before implementing it? To attempt to answer
these questions, I spoke with experts Peter Shiau, of pear.ai and co-founder of former company blockstack.io, and Cardin
Campbell, a software engineer who is currently building a new proprietary app and company on blockchain.

Blockchain Primer
So, what is blockchain? While there is still debate, blockchain is generally considered to be a form of distributed ledger technology.
It tracks a series of individual transactions between parties, and because it is “distributed,” the ledger is public and co-owned by
the participants in the chain. Secondly, blockchain is not owned by any private party nor is it an actual piece of software or coding
language—it is an open-source protocol or concept. Finally, the blockchain is highly secure through special “hashing”
cryptography, and because participants in a blockchain all co-own the chain, all “blocks,” or individual transactions in the chain,
are visible and verifiable by all. For this reason, it is considered a method for eliminating the need for trust among entities that
don’t traditionally share vital information.

Potential to Reimagine Systems and Reduce Costs
Both experts encouraged me to think of blockchain as a way of completely changing the way certain processes are conducted,
rather than just coding a paper process into blockchain. For instance, a blockchain could be constructed that verifies instructional
hours as transactions between individual teachers and students and would be trusted and verifiable by all other students and
teachers participating in that chain. The institution bestowing the degree is no longer necessary, and the student has more
ownership over their own data than in current systems. They could give what is called a public key to their account, or “verified
skills wallet,” to whomever they choose to share it with. This could significantly lower the cost of education. Shiau also described a
process by which workers with a smart contract encoded in a blockchain could be paid instantly as they complete work—at the
end of every hour or in even smaller time increments. Cash flow issues are common among low-income populations, and this could
go a long way to help.

Streamlining Credentialing
Some in the education and credentialing space see blockchain as a vehicle for streamlining credentialing. Both Shiau and Campbell
agree that blockchain could replace the need for a trusted entity, such as a school or training program, to issue and verify one’s
credentials. Students may instead be able to participate in a postsecondary degree chain that is publicly available to show
transactions between education institutions and students, including a complete list of skills mastered, academic and non-academic
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experience-based learning, and relevant transactions taking place outside the institution.

Co-Ownership of a Database
Blockchain eliminates the need for a trusted entity that is “in charge” of the data. Traditional data sharing among education and
workforce agencies can be convoluted and ineffective, leading to breakdowns in communication and poor services. More
resourced workers and learners can more easily navigate these issues than those with less resources. Shiau pointed out that
multiple organizations must be committed to working together to solve the same problem. In other words, there’s not much
reason for a blockchain in a single entity operating on its own or among a group that only occasionally exchanges information. For
a group of organizations committed to working together closely to serve low-income workers and learners, however,
blockchain may end up being a viable solution. On a technical note, it’s not clear whether a blockchain structure can operate like a
relational database, which you are probably used to using (think Oracle or Salesforce). It is fundamentally a ledger of transactions
without the functional complexity a database requires. Campbell noted that although most blockchains typically do not operate
like databases, some newer (and largely conceptual) blockchain platforms, such as Hedera Hashgraph, have a method for
incorporating a database.
The potential uses of blockchain to distribute data ownership and verify learning, however, beg a bigger question: why use
blockchain if we can address these issues through tried-and-true approaches? If you are able to establish a trusted entity
that owns a database on behalf of partners, there may not be a need for a distributed one on a blockchain shared by all partners.
If the way we bestow and verify credentials already works, perhaps there isn’t a need to replace it with newer complex technology
that most don’t really understand.

Problems with Blockchain
Kai Stinchcombe of Hackernoon makes the case that, in most of its applications thus far, blockchain hasn’t proven to be a better
solution than traditional approaches. In the most well-known of blockchain applications, Bitcoin, there are a number of significant
drawbacks, including its slow speed of transactions, inefficient use of processing power, and significant energy costs. There are
potential applications of blockchain that operate differently than
Bitcoin and could ameliorate these issues, but they remain largely

the

Essentials

theoretical.
While it is still too early to decide on blockchain’s capacity to
improve education and workforce systems or processes, it holds
both promise as well as caveats to implementation. Furthermore,
even if it can create new efficiencies, does this increase equity and

•

help low-income populations specifically? Perhaps, at least, it could

reports posted. See

represent a completely novel and efficient method of transacting
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that eliminates the need for trust and increases transparency in
transactions, even democratizing vital data that was once privately
held. But let’s not let the buzz behind blockchain outweigh the need
for better understanding of the technology and carefully considering
where it can be a better alternative to what already works.
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